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QUESTION 1

Joe Hacker is going wardriving. He is going to use PrismStumbler and wants it to go to a GPS mapping software
application. What is the recommended and well- known GPS mapping package that would interface with
PrismStumbler? Select the best answer. 

A. GPSDrive 

B. GPSMap 

C. WinPcap 

D. Microsoft Mappoint 

Correct Answer: A 

GPSDrive is a Linux GPS mapping package. It recommended to be used to send PrismStumbler data to so that it can
be mapped. GPSMap is a generic term and not a real software package. WinPcap is a packet capture library for
Windows. It is used to capture packets and deliver them to other programs for analysis. As it is for Windows, it isn\\'t
going to do what Joe Hacker is wanting to do. Microsoft Mappoint is a Windows application. PrismStumbler is a Linux
application. Thus, these two are not going to work well together. 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to capture Facebook website traffic in Wireshark. What display filter should you use that shows all TCP
packets that contain the word \\'facebook\\'? 

A. display==facebook 

B. traffic.content==facebook 

C. tcp contains facebook 

D. list.display.facebook 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

After a client sends a connection request (SYN) packet to the server, the server will respond (SYN- ACK) with a
sequence number of its choosing, which then must be acknowledge (ACK) by the client. This sequence number is
predictable; the attack connects to a service first with its own IP address, records the sequence number chosen and
then opens a second connection from a forget IP address. The attack doesn\\'t see the SYN-ACK (or any other packet)
from the server, but can guess the correct responses. If the source IP Address is used for authentication, the attacker
can use the one-side communication to break into the server. 

What attacks can you successfully launch against a server using the above technique? 

A. Session Hijacking attacks 

B. Denial of Service attacks 
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C. Web Page defacement attacks 

D. IP Spoofing Attacks 

Correct Answer: A 

The term Session Hijacking refers to the exploitation of a valid computer session - sometimes also called a session key
- to gain unauthorised access to information or services in a computer system. In particular, it is used to refer to the theft
of a magic cookie used to authenticate a user to a remote server. It has particular relevance to web developers, as the
HTTP cookies used to maintain a session on many web sites can be easily stolen by an attacker using an intermediary
computer or with access to the saved cookies on the victim\\'s computer. 

 

QUESTION 4

Keystroke logging is the action of tracking (or logging) the keys struck on a keyboard, typically in a covert manner so
that the person using the keyboard is unaware that their actions are being monitored. 
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How will you defend against hardware keyloggers when using public computers and Internet Kiosks? (Select 4
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answers) 

A. Alternate between typing the login credentials and typing characters somewhere else in the focus window 

B. Type a wrong password first, later type the correct password on the login page defeating the keylogger recording 

C. Type a password beginning with the last letter and then using the mouse to move the cursor for each subsequent
letter. 

D. The next key typed replaces selected text portion. E.g. if the password is "secret", one could type "s", then some
dummy keys "asdfsd".Then these dummies could be selected with mouse, and next character from the password "e" is
typed, which replaces the dummies"asdfsd" 

E. The next key typed replaces selected text portion. E.g. if the password is "secret", one could type "s", then some
dummy keys "asdfsd".Then these dummies could be selected with mouse, and next character from the password "e" is
typed, which replaces the dummies"asdfsd" 

Correct Answer: ACDE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Peter extracts the SIDs list from Windows 2000 Server machine using the hacking tool "SIDExtractor". Here is the
output of the SIDs: 

s-1-5-21-1125394485-807628933-54978560-100Johns s-1-5-21-1125394485-807628933-54978560-652Rebecca
s-1-5-21-1125394485-807628933-54978560-412Sheela s-1-5-21-1125394485-807628933-54978560-999Shawn
s-1-5-21-1125394485-807628933-54978560-777Somia s-1-5-21-1125394485-807628933-54978560-500chang
s-1-5-21-1125394485-807628933-54978560-555Micah 

From the above list identify the user account with System Administrator privileges. 

A. John 

B. Rebecca 

C. Sheela 

D. Shawn 

E. Somia 

F. Chang 

G. Micah 

Correct Answer: F 

The SID of the built-in administrator will always follow this example: S-1-5-domain-500 

 

QUESTION 6
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Dan is conducting a penetration testing and has found a vulnerability in a Web Application which gave him the
sessionID token via a cross site scripting vulnerability. Dan wants to replay this token. However, the session ID manager
(on the 

server) checks the originating IP address as well. Dan decides to spoof his IP address in order to replay the sessionID.
Why do you think Dan might not be able to get an interactive session? 

A. Dan cannot spoof his IP address over TCP network 

B. The server will send replies back to the spoofed IP address 

C. Dan can establish an interactive session only if he uses a NAT 

D. The scenario is incorrect as Dan can spoof his IP and get responses 

Correct Answer: B 

Spoofing your IP address is only effective when there is no need to establish a two way connection as all traffic meant to
go to the attacker will end up at the place of the spoofed address. 

 

QUESTION 7

This is an authentication method in which is used to prove that a party knows a password without transmitting the
password in any recoverable form over a network. This authentication is secure because the password is never
transmitted over the network, even in hashed form; only a random number and an encrypted random number are sent. 

A. Realm Authentication 

B. SSL Authentication 

C. Basic Form Authentication 

D. Cryptographic Authentication 

E. Challenge/Response Authentication 

Correct Answer: E 

Challenge-Response Authentication The secure Challenge-Response Authentication Mechanism (CRAM-MD5) avoids
passing a cleartext password over the network when you access your email account, ensuring that your login details
cannot be captured and used by anyone in transit. http://www.neomailbox.com/component/content/article/212-hardware-
token-authentication 

 

QUESTION 8

Giles is the network administrator for his company, a graphics design company based in Dallas. Most of the network is
comprised of Windows servers and workstations, except for some designers that prefer to use MACs. These MAC users
are running on the MAC OS X operating system. These MAC users also utilize iChat to talk between each other.
Tommy, one of these MAC users, calls Giles and says that his computer is running very slow. Giles then gets more calls
from the other MAC users saying they are receiving instant messages from Tommy even when he says he is not on his
computer. Giles immediately unplugs Tommy\\'s computer from the network to take a closer look. He opens iChat on
Tommy\\'s computer and it says that it sent a file called latestpics.tgz to all the other MAC users. Tommy says he never
sent those files. Giles also sees that many of the computer\\'s applications appear to be altered. The path where the
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files should be has an altered file and the original application is stored in the file\\'s resource fork. 

What has Giles discovered on Tommy\\'s computer? 

A. He has discovered OSX/Chat-burner virus on Tommy\\'s computer 

B. Giles has found the OSX/Leap-A virus on Tommy\\'s computer 

C. This behavior is indicative of the OSX/Inqtana.A virus 

D. On Tommy\\'s computer, Giles has discovered an apparent infection of the OSX/Transmitter.B virus 

Correct Answer: B 

OSX.Leap.A is a worm that targets installs of Macintosh OS X and spreads via iChat Instant Messenger program.
http://www.symantec.com/security_response/writeup.jsp?docid=2006-021614-4006-99 

 

QUESTION 9

Which definition below best describes a covert channel? 

A. Making use of a Protocol in a way it was not intended to be used 

B. It is the multiplexing taking place on communication link 

C. It is one of the weak channels used by WEP that makes it insecure 

D. A Server Program using a port that is not well known 

Correct Answer: A 

A covert channel is a hidden communication channel not intended for information transfer at all. Redundancy can often
be used to communicate in a covert way. There are several ways that hidden communication can be set up. 

 

QUESTION 10

James is an IT security consultant as well as a certified ethical hacker. James has been asked to audit the network
security of Yerta Manufacturing, a tool manufacturing company in Phoenix. James performs some initial external tests
and then begins testing the security from inside the company\\'s network. 

James finds some big problems right away; a number of users that are working on Windows XP computers have saved
their usernames and passwords used to connect to servers on the network. This way, those users do not have to type in
their credentials every time they want access to a server. James tells the IT manager of Yerta Manufacturing about this,
and the manager does not believe this is possible on Windows XP. To prove his point, James has a user logon to a
computer and then James types in a command that brings up a window that says "Stored User Names and
Passwords". 

What command did James type in to get this window to come up? 

A. To bring up this stored user names and passwords window, James typed in "rundll32.exe storedpwd.dll,
ShowWindow" 

B. James had to type in "rundll32.exe keymgr.dll, KRShowKeyMgr" to get the window to pop up 
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C. James typed in the command "rundll32.exe storedpwd.dll" to get the Stored User Names and Passwords window to
come up 

D. The command to bring up this window is "KRShowKeyMgr" 

Correct Answer: B 

The Stored User Names and Passwords applet lets you assign user names and passwords to use when needing to
authenticate yourself to services in domains other than the one you are currently logged into. The normal way of running
this applet can be difficult to find quickly, so here is a way to launch it using a desktop shortcut using the rundll32.exe
program: 

Click on START - RUN and type the following (follwed by ENTER): rundll32.exe keymgr.dll,KRShowKeyMgr 

http://www.tweakxp.com/article37352.aspx 

 

QUESTION 11

What type of Virus is shown here? 

A. Macro Virus 

B. Cavity Virus 

C. Boot Sector Virus 

D. Metamorphic Virus 

E. Sparse Infector Virus 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12
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What does the following command in "Ettercap" do? ettercap NCLzs quiet 

A. This command will provide you the entire list of hosts in the LAN 

B. This command will check if someone is poisoning you and will report its IP 

C. This command will detach ettercap from console and log all the sniffed passwords to a file 

D. This command broadcasts ping to scan the LAN instead of ARP request all the subset IPs 

Correct Answer: C 

-L specifies that logging will be done to a binary file and s tells us it is running in script mode. 

 

QUESTION 13

A denial of Service (DoS) attack works on the following principle: 

A. MS-DOS and PC-DOS operating system utilize a weaknesses that can be compromised and permit them to launch
an attack easily. 

B. All CLIENT systems have TCP/IP stack implementation weakness that can be compromised and permit them to
lunch an attack easily. 

C. Overloaded buffer systems can easily address error conditions and respond appropriately. 

D. Host systems cannot respond to real traffic, if they have an overwhelming number of incomplete connections
(SYN/RCVD State). 

E. A server stops accepting connections from certain networks one those network become flooded. 

Correct Answer: D 

Denial-of-service (often abbreviated as DoS) is a class of attacks in which an attacker attempts to prevent legitimate
users from accessing an Internet service, such as a web site. This can be done by exercising a software bug that
causes the software running the service to fail (such as the "Ping of Death" attack against Windows NT systems),
sending enough data to consume all available network bandwidth (as in the May, 2001 attacks against Gibson
Research), or sending data in such a way as to consume a particular resource needed by the service. 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following is the best way an attacker can passively learn about technologies used in an organization? 

A. By sending web bugs to key personnel 

B. By webcrawling the organization web site 

C. By searching regional newspapers and job databases for skill sets technology hires need to possess in the
organization 

D. By performing a port scan on the organization\\'s web site 

Correct Answer: C 
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Note: Sending web bugs, webcrawling their site and port scanning are considered "active" attacks, the question asks
"passive" 

 

QUESTION 15

In TCP communications there are 8 flags; FIN, SYN, RST, PSH, ACK, URG, ECE, CWR. These flags have decimal
numbers assigned to them: 

FIN = 1 SYN = 2 RST = 4 PSH = 8 ACK = 16 URG = 32 ECE = 64 CWR = 128 

Jason is the security administrator of ASPEN Communications. He analyzes some traffic using Wireshark and has
enabled the following filters. 

What is Jason trying to accomplish here? 

A. SYN, FIN, URG and PSH 

B. SYN, SYN/ACK, ACK 

C. RST, PSH/URG, FIN 

D. ACK, ACK, SYN, URG 

Correct Answer: B 
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